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THE MAINE CAMPUS
Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Main.
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Orono, Maine, April 24, 1952

All Services 1 Masque Neophyte Penn State's
Information
Eisenhower
Program Set
Here June 15
Enlistment Benefits
Will Be Main Topic

Heads Speakers
For Commencement
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Exam Policy
Modified By
Faculty Vote
Cheating Inquiry
Is Recommended

An Armed Forces Information ProBY TONY SHANNON
By KEITH RUFF
gram, sponsored by the University
President Arthur A. Hauck anCommittee on Military Service, will
Significant changes in the Uninounced today that Dr. Milton S.
be held on campus April 28-30.
versity's examination procedures
Eisenhower, President of PennsylOfficers from each branch of the
were put into effect at a Monday
vania
State College and younger
service will hold general information
afternoon meeting of the General
brother of General Dwight D. Eisenand discussion meetings presenting the
Faculty.
hower, will be the featured speaker
full details of their respective branches.
The changes were embodied in three
at Commencement exercises on June
The meetings will be held several times
recommendations and three proposals
IS.
on the designated days and individual
that had been submitted by a FacultyEisenhow
er's Career
interviews will be arranged for interDr. Milton S. Eisenhower, Student committee headed by Dr. DaMary Libby, a freshman, will
Milton Eisenhower began his proested students.
president of Pennsylvania State vid W. Trafford.
make her first Masque appear- fessional career
in a much different
All of the group meetings will be ance in "Detect
The committee had been appointed
College,
will deliver the comive Story" which manner than did his famed
military mencem
held in the Louis Oakes Room of the will be presented in
ent address here on to investigate the conduct of examinathe Little brother. In 1918 and again in
1920-21,
Library with individual interviews to Theatre, May 7,
tions. The recommendations and two
8, 9, and 10.
he was city editor of the Abilene June 15.
be scheduled in Rooms 215, 206, and
of the proposals received the approval
(Kansas) Daily Reflector. In 1924
104. The Placement Bureau in Room
of the Faculty Council before going to
he received his B.S. degree from
66 of the Library will act as clearing
the General Faculty.
Kansas State College and that same
house for details of the program. StuThe recommendations adopted
year joined his alma mater faculty
dents wishing to have interviews with
were:
as an assistant professor of journalism.
any of the services should call the Bu(1) There should be a reading periDuring 1924 Dr. Eisenhower was
reau and make definite appointments.
appointed American Vice-Consul at
od of one day between the close of the
The schedule of meetings for the
last class and the beginning of the
Edinburg, Scotland. He remained in
three-day series of meetings and the
this post until 1926 when he became asexamination period under the present
main points of the officer procurement
The Bloodmobile collected a total system.
Reports by class officers, tapping of sistant to the Secretary of Agriculture.
programs of each of the services are Senior Skulls, and acts by the winners Penn State Presiden
of 263 pints of blood in its two-day (2) At the present time there is no
t
as follows:
of the Talent Show were the highThe early war years saw Dr. Eisen- stay here this week.
definite uniform policy or system of
Monday, April 28—U.S. Air Force lights of a Junior Class assembly hower in the Office of War Informaaction
in regard to the penalty for
Dr. Eleanor Robbins, unit physician,
tion, a department of which he was Ascheating.
Group meetings: 9:45 a.m.; 2:45 Tuesday morning.
We, therefore, recommend
said that this total is "tops for any one
Preston (Duke) Walters was chair- sociate Director from '42 through '43. collection point in
that a definite policy and system of
p.m.; 4:45 p.m.; 7:00 p.m.
the state, thus far."
During 1943, he was appointed presiIndividual interviews: 10:00 a.m. to man of the assembly.
Of the 324 prospective donois who action be adopted. A statement of the
Jean Dolloff, editor of the Prism, dent of Kansas State College. And appeared, 61 were turned down for policy adopted should be included in
7:00 p.m.
the Blue Book, "Information for the
praised
the cooperation she has re- three years later he began his present various reasons.
Aviation Cadet Program: (Capt.
assignment as head of Penn State.
Guidance of Students," in that section
ceived
from
the
students.
Frank Chandler) Male students only
President Arthur A. Hauck and
Author of numerous Federal bulof the book which deals with examiWalters
introduce
Dave
d
Collins,
Colonel
... 19-26 year age group ... two years
William M. Summers led stuletins and leaflets, Dr. Eisenhower was
dents and faculty members of the Uni- nations.
of college ... f9ur months draft defer- president of the Senior Skulls, who a delegate
to the General Conference
versity of Maine to the Red Cross (3) A new committee [should] be
ment for those who pass, pending class outlined the purpose of the Skulls of UNESC
O from 1946 to 1949. He is
appointed to explore further the overprior
to
naming
the
new
members
of
assignment.
also co-author of the book "The U. S. Bloodmobile in the Memorial Gym last all question of student morale and rethe group.
Monday
and
Tuesday as they kept apDirect Commissions: (NI/Sgt. Berlated student-faculty responsibility.
Men tapped as new members of the Department of Agriculture: Its Struc- pointments to
donate their pint of
nard A. Robertson) College graduates Skulls were
ture
and
Function
s"
published in 1931.
The three proposals adopted were:
David Beppler, Linwood
blood.
in science and engineering may be Carville, Jack Currie,
1 ) The University should maintain
Patrick Dionne,
Colonel Summers stated Tuesday
commissioned directly as 2nd Lt. in Dennis
(Continued on Page Two)
Hawkes, William Hirst, Cliff Scholarship Assembly
afternoon that the response to the
USAF Reserve ...commissions ten- Nielson, Norman
Roy, Don Stevens.
Drive was "very fine." "The BloodSpeaker Is Dr. Hauck
dered after applicant has graduated and Larry Wright.
mobile
had six tables in operation," he
with B.S. or B.A. degree.
Al Walden, chairman of the Beaux
President Arthur A. Hauck will be continued, "and
they were busy nearly
Women's Officer Training: Age Arts Ball, reported that his committee the guest speaker
at the 25th Scholar- all the time."
group 20%-26%. .. two years of col- has been working for more than three ship Assembly May
5.
Colonel Summers announced that a
lege needed... may apply directly for months on plans for the dance and that, It will be the first time in
The All-Maine \‘ omen named 11
University 100% response had been secured
from new members and one new
Officer Candidate Training with with the help of members of the class, history that the president
honorary
has addressed the military personnel
and that 98% member to their organizat
USAF.
the Ball should be "very successful." this assembly.
ion last
of the Junior and Senior ROTC stunight at the annual All-Maine WomTuesday, April 29—Navy and
dents answered the call.
en's banquet in Estabrooke Hall.
Marine Corps
He noted that to Advanced Military
Beverly Pettengill, Jean Dolloff,
Navy: Group meetings 9:45 a.m.;
students who would be on active duty Isabelle Stearns, Eleanor Zehner,
2:45 p.m.
Sue
in the near future, the pint of blood Chase, Lois Welton, Ruth Mitchell,
Individual interviews: 10:00 a.m. to
which they donated was as good as Barbara Jackson, Charlotte Troubli,
5:00 p.m.
"money in the bank."
Phyllis Noyes, and Carol Prentiss
Officer Candidate Program: (Lt.
The 17th annual Maine Day will be the early response that there would
radio
A
program
were
the juniors named to the group.
publicizi
ng
the
Cmdr. Henderson) Non-veterans take
be
Blood Drive was broadcast over
Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner is the new
more entries than last year.
four months training at Newport, May 14.
WABI on Monday night. WABI honorary member.
(Continued on Page Two)
An organizational step forward was
McCluskey said that this year's
Mrs. Clarence Cook Little, public
taken by the Maine Day committee theme, 'Maine Memories,' was broad announcer, Bob Patton, emceed the
last Sunday night when the chairmen enough to offer an opportunity for presentation and interviewed President relations officer of the Jackson MeHauck, Colonel Summers and others. morial Laboratory in Bar Harbor,
and faculty and administration repre- plenty of competition.
When asked how he weathered the and a founding member of the Allsentatives met at Dr. Arthur A. There has been a particularly good
"ordeal,"
Colonel Summers stated, "It Maine Women society, was the feaHauck's house.
response to Mayoralty Chairman Don
tured speaker.
didn't
bother
me a bit."
After
the
chairmen
of the different Spear's call for mayor candidates.
The University's sororities and fraMrs. Little is the wife of Dr. Clarphases of Maine Day reported to the Twelve turned out for Spear's first
ternities have elected new officers.
ence
Cook Little,
of the Jackson
Phyllis Noyes of Pi Beta Phi has group, general chairman John Skillin meeting last Friday.
Music Groups To Combine Memorial Laboratohead
ry,
and a former
been elected president of the Pan- said, "We got an earlier start this year
Project chairman Bill Hirst brought
president of the University of Maine.
hellenic Council. Patrick Dionne of and everything is working out fine. It the group up to date on the projects In Concert Series Finale
Delta Tau Delta has been named presi- cannot miss being a banner Maine under consideration.
The University of Maine Annual
dent of the Interfraternity Council. Day."
Bruce McLennan, Interfraternity Music Night, sponsored by Mu Alpha Baseball Bulletin
The Interfraternity Council has also Chuck McCluskey, chairman of the Sing chairman, said that the early Epsilon, honorary
music society. and
Colby's baseball team defeated Maine
named Gorham Hussey of Phi Mu Float Parade committee, told the group response to the Sing was much better this year part
a
of the University Con- 3-2 yesterday afternoon at Alumni
Delta as vice president and Fred that, although the dormitory and fra- than last year.
cert Series, will be held tonight in the Field. Art Eddy and Roland
Nagle
Spencer of Sigma Alpha Epsilon as ternity entry applications were not due "Fifteen fraternities have already Memorial Gymnasi
um at 8:15 p.m. combined to throw a two-hit game
for
secretary-treasurer.
until this week, he could estimate from entered," McLennan said.
It is the final concert of the series.
the Mules.

Naming Skulls
Is Highlight Of
JuniorAssembly

T

Number 23

263 Pints Are
Collected In
Blood Drive

All-Maine Women
Named At Banquet

Interest In Floats And Mayor
Gains As 17th Maine Day Nears

Noyes And Dionne
Head Panhell, IFC
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Annual Review
Of ROTC Unit
Set For May 15

TwentyStudents Faculty Decides
Are Chosen For To Modify Policy
Phi Beta Kappa On Exams

The annual Federal Inspection and
Military Review of the ROTC will
take place Thursday, May 15.
As the annual review falls during
Armed Forces Week this year, it
promises to be the largest Army activity in this area.
The morning program will feature a
Regimental Review at Alumni Field
at 9:35 a.m. Honorary Lt. Col. Frances Willett, accompanied by inspecting
officers of the Army, will inspect the
ROTC unit as it passes in review.
A Silver Sabre will be presented to
the outstanding graduating cadet by
the General Alumni Association. The
Silver Sabre was first presented last
year. when Cadet colonel George W.
Hayden was the recipient.
A change from last year's program
Jean Dolloff, left, and Doug Kneeland have been named to
is that the tactical problem held in the
positions of the Maine Campus by the student-faculty
top
the
afternoon will only have a reinforced
publications committee. Miss Dolloff will be business manager,
platoon in the attack. In previous years
and Kneeland will take over as the editorial head. Photo by Crosby
an entire company took part in the
problem.
According to Lt. Col. William M.
Summers, only the Advanced Military
The Student-Faculty Publications land, a junior journalism major, was
students will participate in the mock
battle. About 200 cadets will make up Committee has named Douglas E. editor of the now defunct humor magthe offensive and defensive forces.
Kneeland, editor, and Jean B. Dolloff, azine, Pine Needle. This year he served
business manager, of the Maine Cam- as editorial page editor of the Campus.
Miss Dolloff is the editor of the
Member
tral Reserve Elank
pus.
Both appointees have had experience 1953 Prism.
The new editor has already named
with University publications. Kneesome of the Campus' departmental
heads. Dave Getchell will remain in
When in Bangor stop at
the position of city editor.
The Piloes Grill
Perleston Pert, Jr., has been named
Opposite Dow Field—
Young men and women will
sports
editor. Margaret Thomas will
Hammond St.
ahrayS find this banking inbe the new society editor, and Tony
"We Cater to Parties
stitution interested and helpShannon will take over as head of the
and Banquets"
ful in their business progress.
editorial
page.
•

Scvintecit seniors, two juniors, and
one 1951 summer graduate were named
to Phi Beta Kappa, national honor society, this week by Marion S. Buzzell,
associate professor of Romance Languages, who is secretary of the University of Maine chapter.
New members from the senior class
are: Joan Ames, Earl C. Andrews,
Ruth J. Bailey, Ruth A. Bridges, David A. Collins, Gerald S. Cope, Arthur E. Downey, Mary-Helen Fernald,
Edward William Hackett, Jr., Richard
R. Leclair, Thomas J. Lydon, Don H.
McKeen, Claire D. Malcolm, Helen L.
Pendleton, Nancy A. Pike, Jeanette
Pratt, and Joyce M. Smith.
Following custom, the two highest
ranking juniors were also elected to the
Arts and Sciences honor society. They
are: Ann Grumley and Madelene M.
Howard.
Eleanor R. Coney was the 1951 member named.

Kneeland,Doiloff Head Campus

Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Laurens H. Seelye, professor of
philosophy and psychology at Robert
College, Istanbul, Turkey, discussed
"Despotism, Dictatorship, and Democracy in the Near East" Tuesday
at 4 p.m. in the Little Theatre under
the sponsorship of the Politics and
International Relations Club.
Professor Seelye, although born in
Iowa, has spent most of his life in the
Near East. During the six years between 1936 and 1940, he was in the
United States as president of St.
Lawrence College, New York.

Zipper Trouble?
We repair and replace zippers
on any garment, sleepingbags and leather-goods.
Knitted parts on all jackets
replaced. Relinings.
ZIPPERS FOR SALE.

The
Merrill
Trust Company

Boon for budgets!!!

PELS

twelv, cff,•2 to
EnItc rn

FREESE'S

Men's Clothing

Repair Shop
Me

Professor Seelye
Talks On Near East

: Fele,al Deposit Insurance Corp.

Bangor
20 Hammond St.
(over Cal's Electr. Shop)
•

Help your Spring Semester along with
extracurricular activities

at
PAT'S

GREAT SAViNGS EVENT

YANKEE THRIFT
DAYS!

FARNSWORTH CAFE
()roil°

Maine

Beginning Friday!

•

Official
U. of M. Class Rings
Samples shown and orders
taken at Carnegie Lounge
on Wednesday afternoons
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
$5.00 Deposit with all orders
Deliver) takes approximate]) 90 da).
oar Campus Agent
Mirk Mikalonis
Delta Tau Delta Tel. 6-4457

Store open until 9 Friday night

NoRTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW
Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration—Sept. 9-16. 1952
Early application is necessary
17 MT. NTIrsiON ST.

BOS'ION 8. MASSACIll sTITS
Telephone COgplee 7-6600
•
•

•
•
"Ilk
•4.4.
.4111
,

(Continued from Page One)
a suitable filing system, preferably in
the Library, of recent examinations.
The filing of examinations is to be put
on an optional basis.
(2) A new examination should be
given at the end of every course.
(3) Each department head should
direct the attention of his teaching
staff to (a) the importance of writing
good examination questions, and (b)
the useful references available which
demonstrate skillful testing practices.
The system for filing examination
questions will be inaugurated by Librarian Louis T. Ibbotson..
The members of Dr. Trafford's committee were: Dean Ashley S. Campbell, Professor G. T. Davis, Professor
John Pedlow, David C. Beppler, Janice Griswold, James D. Murtha, and
Frederick A. Spencer.
Dr. Trafford has been appointed by
President Hauck to head the recommended inquiry into student morale.
Another new committee will study
policy on cheating.

Armed Services
Sponsor Program
Explaining Benefits
(Continued from Page One)
R. I.... Three years on active duty
upon commissioning.
WAVE Officer Program: Senior
women ... four months training...
two years active service.
Seniors (male only) who are veterans of any service may apply for a
direct commission, inactive duty, or
for Officer Candidate Program.
Undergraduates may apply for enlistment in the Naval Aviation Cadet
(minimum two years college) or ROC
program for men and women who join
the inactive Naval Reserve.
Marine Corps—Group meetings:
:45 a.m.: 3:45 p.m.
Individual interviews: 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.
Officer Training Program (Senior
men and women): Men seniors and
graduates attend ten-week training
course...$75 a month and expenses.
Undergraduate Program:(Men and
\vomen)—Two six-week courses in
,ummer.
...$142 and expenses for first
course ...$175 and expenses for second course ... candidates may request
discharge from Corps any time before
ireceiving commission.
Note: Preliminary physical examinations for Navy and Marine Corps
available for those interested at University Health Service, 9:30-12:00;
1 :30-5:00.
Wednesday, April 30—Army
Group meetings: 9:45 a.m.; 2:45
m.; 4:45 p.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Individual interviews: 10:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m.
Officer Candidate Program (male):
Graduates of course are commissioned
2nd Lt. in USA Reserve...must
serve 18 months on active status following preliminary training.
WA C Training Program: Two
years college minimum ...commissioned 2nd Lt. in Reserve after graduating from OCS ... serve 18 months
active service ... direct commissions
are tendered to women with college
degree in specialized field.
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Cynthia Nelson 200 Sigma Chis
Wins Top Prize Observe 50th
At Talent Show Anniversary

)nc)

College Senates
To Confer On
Problems Here

A crowd of 800 gave the applause
The 50th anniversary celebration of
meter of the annual Talent Show a Rho Rho chapter
of Sigma Chi Frastiff workout last Saturday evening in ternity
attracted alumni from as far
Memorial Gym as they cheered the away as Chicago last weekend.
performers through 17 varied acts.
Featuring a mock New Year's party
Betty Hutton impersonator Cynthia
Friday night and a time-capsule cereNelson won the award for the best somony Saturday afternoon, the two-day
lo act.
celebration was climaxed Saturday
Taking first place in the duet divi- night by a banquet and dance at Lusion was the twin piano team of Chris- cerne-in-Maine. Music was by Ray
tine Danes and Charles Galbo.
McHenry's orchestra.
Theta Chi's Blue River Boys—RichWith toastmaster Bill Feeney makard Stillings, Joseph Dumont, Robert
ing the introductions, several Rho Rho
Savage, and Farnsworth Baker—won
dignitaries spoke briefly before the
in the group division with their westgathering of more than 200 at the
ern music, both instrumental and vobanquet. Merrill E. Pritchard, editor
cal.
of The Magazine of Sigma Chi, was
Each of these acts won a first prize principal speaker.
of five dollars and the right to perOther speakers included Professor
form at the Beaux Arts Ball. May 2.
Emeritus John H. Huddilston, Walter
Charlotte Troubh and Zinas Mayo- D. McIntire, Percy H. Mosher, and
dones, co-chairmen of the Show, em- Leroy E. Dow, all charter members
phasized that all the proceeds "will and guests of honor at the banquet.
go to help make a bigger and better Raymond Fogler, Bob Patten, presiAl Bancroft (in pit) sets time capsule in cement base at
Beaux Arts Ball." Both were pleased dent of Rho Rho's local alumni chapSigma Chi's 50th Anniversary ceremonies. Photo by Illarcoux
with the good turnout and excellent ter, A. Guy Durgin, and Vincent Kelreception given to the actors. Both leher, province praetor. Donald Tavthe Beaux Arts Ball and the Talent ener, University Alumni Secretary, Rho Rho's first 50 years by decades.
Gardner Awarded $1,000
Show are sponsored annually by the also spoke.
The time capsule was buried in a
Junior Class.
Friday evening at the chapter house cement casing six-feet down in the Fellowship At Kansas
Finishing second were Phillip Has- the new
50 years were ushered in with chapter
Roderic A. Gardner, a senior majorhouse's front lawn. The capkell, organ soloist; Henry Berry and
decorations fitting the occasion. A sule contained a copy
The
of
Maine
ing
in Public Management, has been
Andy Mezoian, the Delta Tau Delta bushel
basket of noisemakers, paper Campus; The Alumnus; The Pine
awarded a $1,000 graduate fellowship
Mystery Boys, with a "Hank and hats,
and streamers added to the effect. Tree Sig: pictures of
Housemother at the University of Kansas.
Andy" routine on the drums and piano; The
actual "mid-night" was moved Mrs. Mary Pray, and the present acand the DeMarco Brothers—John, forward
Gardner, who left the University in
to 11 p.m. to comply with the tives; some Sigma Chi credentials;
a 1941 and spent ten years in business
Roy, and Freddy—a tumbling act.
12:10 a.m. campus regulation for co- copy of the Bangor
Daily News and
Preston Walters, president of the eds. Bill Deacon's
combo furnished the Portland Press Herald; and a and the military service before reJunior Class, was the Master of Cere- the music.
entering college in 1950, received the
bottle of wine. Al Bancroft put the award from the Carnegie
monies. The judges were Professor
Foundation.
Dick Schurman emceed the two- contents into the cement casing. It is
Richard Hill; Irving Pierce, Junior
hour time capsule ceremony Saturday to be opened on Rho Rho's 100th anClass adviser; and co-chairman Mayoafternoon which featured a review of niversary.
dones.
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Others appearing were Weston
Keene, Paul Mudgett, Dana Baggett.
and Alvin A xley. the Sigma Phi Epsilon quartet; Ronald Appell, piano
soloist; Eini Riutta, impressionist; Patricia Tibbetts, vocalist; Joanne Roberts, Lillis Joy, Janice Judkins, and
Sandra Glorsky, the Beauty Shoppe
Quartet; Robert Verrill, piano soloist; Joan Reynolds. reciting the "Legend of the Nancy Lee."
Richard Wilson, harmonicist; Harold Boylan, hillbilly singer; Barbara
Ladd, simultaneous trumpet and piano
solo; and Ruth Mitchell, accordionist.
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Joseph Hickey Resigns
From Extension Service
Dean Arthur L. Deering announced
last week the resignation of Joseph
Hickey, Extension Service Crops and
Vegetable Specialist, effective May
14. Hickey has been with the University since 1946.
He attended Cornell University and
received his masters degree at Rutgers.
A World War II veteran, he plans to
work for a large canning company.

1 examile Corps
at Uni10-12:00;

n.; 2:45
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April 23,24
"TEMBO"
in Ansco Color
How",-(1 Hill
and Walt Disney's
"The Olympic Elk"
Coming April 25, 26
"JACK AND THE BEANSTALK"
in Super Cine Color
Bud. Abbott, L(oi Coqc110
April 27, 28, 29, 30
"WITH A SONG IN MY
HEART"
The Story of Jane Froman
in Technicolor
Susan Hayward, Rory Calhoun.
David Wayne. Thelma Ritter

T

r gradumonths
missions
.dleL;e

K'S
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BIJOU
BANGOR
April 23, 24, 25
"MAN IN TIIE SADDLE"
in Technicolor
Randolph Scott, Joan Leslie,
Ellen Drew, Alexander Knox
April 26 at 10:00 A.M.
Special Morning all-cartoon
show
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck.
Pluto, Mighty Mouse, and all
the favorites
April 26, 27, 28, 29
"MA AND PA KETTLE AT
THE FAIR"
Marj,.rie Main, Percy K

5TRPN D
OHO 7%
Wed.& Thurs., Apr. 23, 24
Double Feature
Wayne Morris, Adrian Booth
"YELLOW FIN"
6:30-9:17
Also
Dale Robertson, Joanne Dru
"RETURN OF THE TEXAN"
7:51

Lori Nt 1-on, •Tatia.. Bi•-t

Fri.& Sat., Apr. 25-26
Stewart Granger, Cyd Char
"THE WILD NORTH"
Sat. Matinee 2:30;6:30-8:24

PARK

Sun.& Mon., Apr. 27,28
Gene Kelly, Debbie Reynolds
"SINGING IN THE RAIN"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:20

Tilt 6R-EAT NEW

SPALDING

DOT
POWERED 13V
‘‘TRU-TENIGION"
WINN NG WITH
'TEMPERED"
THREAD
'FOR UNIFORMITY,
MAXIMUM D1STA.NCE
COMBINED WITH
'PRAT SWEET DOT*
TEL AND CLICK

OTHER 'FAMOUS
GPALD1NG GOLF BALLSTHE FAST

BANGOR
Tuesday, April 29
April 23,24
Enzo Staiola. Lamberto
"LONE STAR"
Maggiorani
Clark Gable, Ava Gardner.
"THE BICYCLE THIEF'
Broderick Crawford, Lionel
6:50-8:55
Barrymore, Beula Bondi
Here is one that the U. of M.
"ELEPHANT STAMPEDE"
has been asking for
Johnny Sheffield as Bomba
and Donna Martell
Wed. & Thurs., Apr. 30,
April 25,26
May 1
"HOT LEAD"
Double Feature
Tim Holt, Joan Dixon, Ross
Marta Toren, Jeff ChandIct
"DEPORTED"
Elliott, John Dehner, Paul
Marion
6:30-9:00
"TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL
Also
DAYS"
Fredric March. Kevin
John Howard Davies, Robert
McCarthy
"DEATH OF A SALESMAN"
Newton, with James Ilayter,
John Charlesworth, John
7:45
Forrest
(Rated Excellent)
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 p.m. to
11:00 pin!
•-••
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A Maine Intercollegiate Student
Government Conference will be held
here Saturday to discuss the problems
of student Government common to colleges throughout the state.
Dean Mark R. Shibles will be the
speaker for the Conference Luncheon
to be held Saturday in Estabrooke
Hall at 12:30 p.m.
This will be the first Student Government Conference held since 1949.
The general purpose of the Conference is to develop more intimate
contact with student government problems among the Maine colleges. Advisers from Maine, Colby, Bates, and
Bowdoin will also be present for a
discussion of adviser problems.
Representatives of the four colleges will register at North Estabrooke
at 10 a.m. Saturday. President Hauck
will deliver a welcoming address at a
general meeting at 10:30. There will
be a discussion of government progress and problems on campus preceding the 12:30 Luncheon.
A panel discussion in the afternoon
will include the following topics;
freshman orientation, student-facultyadministration communications and
contacts, student participation and attitudes, and areas of intercollegiate
exchange.
At 4:30 p.m. the group will meet to
discuss the main points of each panel
discussion. At this time representatives from all four colleges will be
able to discuss all subjects after each
panel has given a resume of their own
topic.
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Greek Week Supported

The Show Goes On
During the past two years, the general apathy of the University of Maine student body has been commented on with
ever-increasing frequency—by students, by faculty members,
and in the columns of this paper.
The problem is one with which nearly every student organization has been faced—to the great detriment of the student organizations.
It will be noticed that we said "nearly every student organization." There is at least one notable exception. The Maine
Masque Theatre group has defied apathy, and has remained a
haven for long-suffering, but industrious individuals who like to
work hard—for nothing more than the sheer joy of accomplishment.
The Masque has, despite the low calibre of student performance elsewhere, maintained its topflight standards of production.
The Masque has more truly "active" members than any
similar organization on campus which we can name.
The Masque schedules and produces four plays each year,
and these plays go before the public on the dates set with no
excuses offered or needed. Procrastination is a thing unknown
to its members.
For all these reasons, and for many more which space precludes enumerating, we salute the Maine Masque Theatre. May
the show always go on!

New Blood—Same Vein

eietialgafilammumeamp.0....E.gmbrit
Grover! Grover! Did the Prof say this experiment was in the
text book?

Wax Works

BY DICK STEPHENS
This issue of the Maine Campus marks the advent of a new
We checked in at Sam Viner's new Les is a comparative newcomer on the
editorial staff. The old staff has relinquished the reins which it
music emporium this week to look nationwide music scene, but so far he
has held so capably throughout the past year, but will remain on over the store, which is one of the has made quite a hit.
hand in an advisory capacity until graduation.
Have you noticed how many new
most complete music shops in the east,
The retiring staff has, during its tenure, established high and to hear the more popular of the names we find in the big band field of
standards of performance for us to live up to. It has inaugurated new tunes. Here is the latest "Top late? And what happens to all the old
the frequent use of a ten-page paper. It has set a high example Ten" list: "Blue Tango," "Wheel of standbys when the new favorites take
Fortune," "Blacksmith Blues," "Cry," over the spotlight?
of efficient, cooperative effort. The over-all excellence of its
"Anytime," "Tell Me Why," "A Guy
"Please, Mr. Sun" is recorded tinwork, despite its limited size (there were but four senior editors) is a Guy," "Please Mr. Sun," "Per- der "Blue Tango" by Baxter. Although
will not soon be forgotten in this office.
fidia," and "I'll Walk Alone."
we still stick with friend Johnnie, this
We have stepped into seven-league boots—now we must
The main cause for the success of is a very pretty rendition of a tune
make them fit. Bear with us.
"Perfidia" is the fresh, light piano which has refused to "die." When the
work of Ben Light. Anything Ben does girl who leaves the chorus to sing
The Incoming Staff

What's In A Name?
Lord Byron once said,"'Tis pleasant, sure, to see one's
name in print...." We are inclined to take issue with Mr. Gordon.
Everyone does not derive pleasure from seeing his name in
print. The number of unsigned letters that come into the Campus office are living evidence of the fact.
Every once in a while the editors find it necessary to reiterate the editorial policy of the Campus on the publication of
letters.
Like most newspapers, we insist that the letters be signed.
This is not just an arbitrary whim. It is necessary for several
reasons. First, the editors want to check each letter to make sure
it is bona fide. Second, we refuse to publish the opinions of our
readers unless these readers have the courage of their convictions. Such confidence is indicated, we believe, by the writer's
willingness to sign his name.
The editors will withhold the name of the writer if he so
requests.
We are always glad to receive letters from our readers on
any subject. All signed letters are considered for publication.

seems to overflow with rollicking
rhythm, and he has become the most
popular of the current "88ers." Speaking of rhythm, though. I've always
wondered who these piano men use for
the drum stick accompaniments which
add so much to anything done by Eddie Miller, Light, and the others.
On the reverse side of "Perfidia" is
"Mistakes," a waltz number in which
Ben switches back and forth between
piano and the organ.
Leading the pops parade is "Blue
Tango," especially by Les Baxter, his
orchestra and chorus. A really beautiful tune, "Blue Tango" is given its
best treatment by Baxter and his crew.

"Mr. Sun" becomes better known she
should really go places.
Billy May has zoomed to fame and
fortune with his great new style of
music. Just about the first chance the
nationwide public got to hear Billy
was when he recorded the now-classic
"Always." On the under side of this
waxing is "There Is No Greater
Love," which has become almost as
popular as "Always."
"Down Beat" magazine says that
several band leaders are already leaping to copy May's group. But Billy's
leaping, too. He has a brand new album just released, which is sure to
clean up for him again.

The Breeze And I

To the Editor: Last week, we at
Theta Chi held an experiment in the
Greek week type of initiation.
First of all, we came to the conclusion that what scholastic difficulty
we have had recently could be traced
to the old-fashioned Hell Week as one
of the causes of poor study habits.
Emphasizing the duty of each of our
individual members toward the school
first, toward those responsible for
their being in school second, and
toward the fraternity third, the step
involving the abolition of a Nineteenth
Century practice was obvious.
There were, and are, other reasons
which make Hell Weeks insupportable in this day and age. First of all,
the actions involved in this form of
initiation do nothing to contribute to
brotherly relations, to proper and
mannerly social conduct, or to the
furtherance of the religious principles
upon which all fraternity creeds are
based. It seems not only childish, but
stupid to think that these ideals can
most effectively be impressed upon a
person's posterior with the flat of a
paddle.
There is something else, too. Here
at Maine, we are only about five years
behind the rest of the country in doing away with Hell Week. During
spring vacation, one of us attended the
unified initiation ceremonies held by
the fraternities of Rutgers, New
Brunswick, New Jersey. What he saw
there made him wish very much to
see the fraternities on his own campus
regain their position as truly social
organizations with social and scholastic obligations toward the community.
the first step toward accomplishing
such enlightened unification of the fraternities at Maine was, naturally, to
convince his own fraternity of the
merits of the so-called Greek week.
Fortunately, he had no trouble in
doing so.
We have tried it. The short-range
results have been more than satisfactory. Increased fraternal spirit and
cooperation are already evident. We
inconvenienced no one—inside or outside class. Our pledges attended every
class, lost no sleep, made a neat appearance, and carried out their work
projects efficiently. Our panel discussions on social conduct, scholastic
obligations, campus citizenship, and
fraternal relations involved enough r(
search so that all members benefit( 1
from participation.
We look forward confidently tsuccess in our long-range objective,
such as scholarship. It is our eaulive, earnest hope that in the not-toi
distant future, our Inter-Fraternit‘•
Council will be the coordinating unit
for constructive, adult, campus-wii!,.
initiation periods for fraternity mei .
PAUL GILL and JIM TOLMAN

BY PERLESTON PERT, JR.

The breeze, she blew, and here we
are back on the editorial page.
Watching the turn of events in the
realm that so many call a troubled
Doug Kneeland world, we wonder if it is or it isn't
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Jean Dolloff as bad as some people make it out to
BUSINESS MANAGER
Bill Matson, be.
Sehurman,
Walt
EDITORS
ASSOCIATE
Fran Dion, and Dana Warren
Take Leap Year, for instance. It's
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—Dave Getchell (City Editor); Helen celebrated every fourth year and is no
Johnson (Assistant City Editor); Tony Shannon (Editorial Page); (lifferent from any other year except
Perlest(in Pert, Jr. (Sports); Margie Thomas (Society); Paul Marcowc that it serves as a sort of legal excuse
(Photography).
for the girls to chase the boys. Of
REPORTERS—Dave Brezger, Stan Ferguson, Lenny Silver, Ellen Lev- course the girls do it in other years,
Dick
Wylde,
Marjorie
Schurman,
inson, Joe Rigo, Bob Ostreicher, Dick
Stephens, Rosemary Ferris, Keith Ruff, Ben Pike, Mary Porter, Gladys too, but they have to be more subtle
about it.
Armstrong.
Paul
This year, which is Leap Year (in
manager;
circulation
McEvven,
ASSOCIATES—Bryce
BUSINESS
Dinsmore, advertising manager; Roland Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Mar- case you haven't noticed), will probjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner, Elden Wixson, circulation assistants; ably go down in history as the one in
Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert Goodell, David Fox, advertising which Iii' Abner got married to Daisy
assistants.

Project For Maine Day
Mae in one of the cheapest ($1.35)
ceremonies on record.
Nobody expected it, least of all Abner himself, but it happened nevertheless.
*
*
*
Twirling our radio dial in the dark
and early hours of a recent morning,
we came across an interesting fella
named Slim Pickins. Slim claims he
hails from Maine, and he's the nearest
thing to Uncle Hezzie we've heard in
a long time.
Maybe we're saying a lot, but we
think you ain't heered nothin' yet til
you've heard Slim spiel off a yard and
a half of Down East lingo which he
almost always precedes with the apt
phrase: Pickins' talkin'.

To the Editor: I am very pleased to
be able to say that the suggestion for
building a sidewalk for the road which
begins near the faculty parking space
and leads toward the gym has been
approved as a Maine Day project.
This pleases me for several reasons.
This is one of the biggest Maine Da v
projects ever undertaken and thus is ,
wonderful challenge for both students
and faculty. Of course it is a much
needed construction as anyone will
testify who has had to dodge autom(ibiles on the way back from a basketball game or assembly. But, most (if
all, it pleases me because a student
suggested it.
BILL IIIRST
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With

Discussion On May10-11

Faculty and alumni representatives
gave Theta Chi's version of a complete
Greek Week a hearty endorsement at
a brief kick-off meeting at the Theta
Chi chapter house last week.
A cross-section report from the
other fraternities, however, revealed
that Hell Week was still the favorite.
Theta Chi member James Tolman
said that Greek Week abandons all
the traditional hazing of Hell Week.
Constructive projects are outlined for
the pledges, Tolman said. Panel discussions are held with the senior members of the fraternity talking over
scholarship, social, and other problems
with the pledges.
Heading the list of guests at the
kick-off meeting, Dr. Arthur A.
Hauck spoke briefly.
Dean of Men John Stewart congratulated Theta Chi on its step forward. Dean Stewart blamed Hell
Week for the low academic averages
among the men students last semester.

BY STAN FERGUSON
Middlebury College in Vermont will
be the site of the annual Woodsmen's
VVeek End, which is sponsored by the
Outing Clubs of the eight competing
colleges and universities. The affair
will be held May 10 and 11.
Each of the colleges will send a sixman team to compete in such events
as tree felling, skidding timber, crosscut saw, bucksaw, splitting and chopping events, firebuilding, pack board
races, and canoe racing. Colleges entered in the events are Maine, McGill
University, Dartmouth, Kimball Union
Academy, Norwich, Paul Smith College, Middlebury, and Williams.
This year Maine will send as its sixman team Lennart "Swede" Nelson,
Pete Mount, Bill Goue, Neil McGowen, Art Partridge, and Phil Bowman.
All are Forestry men.
Last year's Maine team placed third
behind Dartmouth and Middlebury.
Coach Nelson would make no predictions concerning this year's winner.

M.L. French & Son
I

196 Exchange St.
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR Bangor I

,.

Willie "The Actor" Sutton may be
behind bars now, but on the set of
the Maine Masque's production of Detective Story, he's still very much on
the loose. From May 7 to 10, the bank
robber's picture, with the list of his
offenses, will be attached to the wall
of the police station set beside the
numerous other "wanted" signs the
Masque has obtained.
In addition to the "wanted" posters,
other unusual props for the production
include five telephones, four pairs of
handcuffs, ten guns, eight side holsters
plus a shoulder holster, four miscellaneous fur pieces (loot), and a fingerprint card. According to Frances
Brown, property chairman, Detective
Story has one of the largest prop lists
she's ever seen.
To insure authenticity in the production, which takes place entirely
in a detective squad room, behind the
scenes research for the play has included a trip to the Bangor police station by Professor Herschel Bricker,

Music Groups
Are Active On
Three Programs

director, Gerry O'Shea, assistant stage
manager, and "Sandy" Cameron and
Mary Libby, members of the cast. In
More than 400 people heard the Uniaddition, Mr. Bricker has had a per- versity of Maine Glee Club present a
sonal interview concerning detective program of church music at All Souls
and police methods with the Bangor Church in Bangor, Sunday, April 20.
The Glee Club, under the direction
Chief of Police.
of James G. Selwood, sang "Prelude
on a Chorale of Bach" by Respighi,
"Jesu, My Joy" by Bach, a spiritual
"Were You There When They Crucified My Lord." arranged by Mr. Selwood, and William's "Thou Wilt Keep
One of the first showings of conHim In Perfect Peace."
temporary Italian prints in the United
The program was one of three apStates is now being held in the art pearances
made by organizations from
gallery of Carnegie Hall.
the university music department on
Arrangements for the exhibit were that day. The University Orchestra
made by Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen, performed before a coffee-concert
head of the Art Department, through gathering at Delta Tau Delta fraterGeorge Brinet, prominent art collec- nity house at 2:00 p.m. At 4:00 p.m.,
tor of Brinfield, Mass.
the Woodwind Trio, assisted by the
Included are representative selec- Brass Ensemble, presented a program
tions of contemporary Italian print- of music by Bach, Beethoven, and two
making in lithographs, etchings, and pieces by modern contemporary comdry points.
posers.

Italian Prints Now
Being Exhibited
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New Aviation Cadet Program Offers Special Advant-,1:.,
,,s
To College Men Now Preparing for Military Service
Here is valuable postgraduate training that
money can't buy! As an Aviation Cadet
you can receive instruction and training worth
thousands of dollars—at the same time you
are serving your country. You can choose—
immediately—between being a Pilot or Aircraft Observer in America's swiftly expanding Air Force. The Air Force encourages
candidates to stay in school and graduate.
Seniors and students with two years or
more of college who anticipate early entrance into military service can receive unmatched training in flying and leadership
for the years ahead.

WHO MAY APPLY
AGE—Between 19 and 26'? yews.
EDUCATION—At least two years of college.
MARITAL STATUS—Single.
PHYSICAL CONDITION—Good, especially
eyes, ears, heart, and teeth.

HOW TO QUALIFY

f. Take transcript of college credits and copy of
birth certificate to your
nearest Air Force Base or
Recruiting Station.

>›.ARROW
SHIRTS • TIES • SPORTS SHIRTS • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS

FREESE'S IIIEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

3. Accomplish Flying
Aptitude Tests and enlist for tap years on.ry!

4. The S,,lective Service

Act awards you a fourmonth deferment while
• awaiting class assignment.

5. Immediate assign-

ment to Aviation Cadet
Training Class.?s starting
July 19, August 19, October 2, and November 19,
1952.

. Attend Aviation
Cadet Training School
for one year—either as
Pilot or Aircraft Observer. Get$105 monthly plus
food, housing, uniforms,
and other benefits.

7. Graduate,

2. Appear for physical
examination at your nearest Air Base at Government expense.

win your
wings. Commissioned
second lieutenant, begin
earning $5,000 a year!
Receive $250 uniform allowance, 30-day leave
with pay.

WHERE To Get More Details
Visit your nearest U. S Air Forc• Base or U. S. Army —
U S. Air Force Recruiting Station or write direct to Aviation
Cadet, Hiradqvarterr, U. S. Air Fro or, Wubitinak. 25, D. C.

lT.S. AIR FORCE
T-41W
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University Calendar

WSGA Council
I NominatesEight
For 1953 Offices

1111 RSDAY, APRIL 24
9 a.m.—Episcopal Services,
Canterbury House
3:45 p.m.—Panhellenic Council,
11 a.m.—Protestant Services,
Carnegie Committee Room
Little Theatre
7 p.m.—Tumbling, Women's Gym
7 p.m.—M.C.A., Louis Oakes Room
7:I5 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
7 p.m.—Omicron Nu Initiation,
15 Coburn
North Estabrooke, President's
8:15 p.m.—Music Night, Men's
Room
Gym
MONDAY,APRIL 28
FRIDAY, APRIL 25
5:30 p.m.—Faculty Men, Women's
Advisory
n.—Agricultural
12
Gym
Council, No. Estabrooke, Presip.m.—Mrs.
Maine Club,
dent's Room
Women's Gym
9 p.m.—W.A.A. Co-Rec., Women's
TUESDAY. APRIL 29
Gym
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Women's Gym
9 a.m.—Maine Speech Contest,
7 p.m.—W.S.G.A., Carnegie
Louis Oakes Room
Committee Room
10 a.m.—General Senate Confer8 p.m.—Pack and Pine, 11 Coburn
ence, North Estabrooke
WEDNESDAY,APRIL 30
Track—Maine vs. New Hampshire, 6 p.m.—Eagle Banquet, Estabrooke
away
Upstairs Dining Room
SUNDAY, APRIL 27
7 p.m.—Modern Dance, Women's
8,9, 10,11 a.m.—Catholic Services,
Gym
Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel
Golf—Maine vs. Colby, home

Candidates for Women's Student
Government officers were nominated at
last week's meeting of the WSGA
Council. Nominees are: president,
Beverly Pettengill, Mary Noyes; vice
president, Ruth Bartlett, Norma Jose;
secretary, Cynthia Nelson, Nancy Caton; treasurer, Muriel Marcoux, Jean
Grindle.
Elections will be held May 13 to coincide with the elections of the General
Senate.
Names of the new officers will be announced at the spring assembly tentatively planned for May 20. Before the
assembly can be definitely scheduled
for that date it must be approved by
Charles E. Crossland.
WARNING! Keep off the women's
tennis courts until they are dry and
ready for use.

Orono, Maine, April 24, 1952
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University Society
By

FRAN DION

There's a quaint Downeaster in a Stanley Cayting. presented an annual
nearby community who at signs of concert at the Delta Tau house last
spring recites this little ditty to him- Sunday afternoon. The concert was
self.
sponsored by the fraternity and 'Fri.
Delta sorority. Louis Jennings and
Spring is sprung,
Jane Noyes were co-chairmen in
The weather's fine,
charge of the event. Guests included
I think I smell a dandelion.
Well, it's a new twist to an old saying members of the administration, house
but what I'm trying to say is, believe mothers, and house directors.
it or not, spring's finally here. Haven't Phi Kap was decorated with colyou noticed the girls out sunbathing, orful balloons, crepe paper streamers,
and caricatures of the actives at a parfellows?
ty
iut on by the pledges last Saturday
With spring, at least on the Niaine
campus, comes the changeover in of- evening. Preceding the party a wtinie
fices of organizations. That means Ye roast was held in the backyard. EnterOlde Society Editor, too. So-o-o, tainment was presented by the pledges.
starting next week Margie Thomas Chaperons were "Ma" Haines and
will take over my position. And I bow Mr. and Mrs. Herschel L. Bricker.
out with the hope that all you social Mel Fuller was social chairman.
Next door the wives of ATO sponchairmen will be as cooperative with
sored
a vic dance with the house gaily
her as you have been with me. It's
decorated in a spring theme. Mixer
been fun!
On with the news. The University games and relays were played. Chapsymphony orchestra, conducted by A. erons were Mr. and Mrs. Hugh J.
Murphy and "Ma" Whitney.
Forty people dressed in a variety of
military costumes attended the Military
Drawl at Beta. The house was decorated according to the theme. Entertainment included a skit by John Mele
and renditions by "Butch" Wheeler
on his guitar. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
V. Supple and Mr. and Mrs. George
T. Davis chaperoned. William "Ho.
key" Perry was social chairman.
Members of the Maine Masque Talent Pool entertained the Mrs. Maine
Club in the Balentine Smoker last
Tuesday evening, April 15. Jo Spicker presented several interpretive readings. Dick Ayotte sang accompanied
by Jo Robinson on the piano. A busim
neesnst.meeting preceded the entertain-

i

WE ASKED G2ADUATES TEN YEat:S 'OUT OF COLLEGE:

WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE
ON A CAREER WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC?
written by G-E employees who
This advertisement was
enough to have gained
graduated ten years ago—long
have forgotten the deto
long
perspective, but not too
Company. These graduates
tails of their coming with the
were requested to return
were sent a questionnaire and
below in order of
listed
answers,
it unsigned. Their
of G.E. as a
appraisal
mentions, give an informative
opportunities.
career
of
place to work and as a source

1. G-E TRAINING PROGRAMS

Sample quotes: "I knew that G.E. offered the best training courses." "Liked the idea of rotating assignments and
courses." "Wanted to take advantage of the training
courses." "G.E. had a training plan which would let me
choose a job after reasonable time for investigating jobs
available in the Company." "I felt that Test (Test Engineering Program) would make the easiest transition from
school to work." "I felt that I would get the best kind
of electrical engineering training if I went with G.E."
"The Test course appealed to me because of its combination of continued technical instruction plus practical experience on the test floor."
2. VARIETY OF OPPORTUNITIES

"Why does a youngster run away with a circus?"
"Believed it was a good chance to find the field I liked
best as I wasn't quite sure what type of work I wanted
to get into." "G.E. goes out of its way to find the comer
you are happiest in and best suited for." "The varied
opportunities of work let you change jobs without leaving
the company." "Only company which offered a job
where an engineer could be in on design, sales and appli-

cation—i.e., 'application engineering.'""Promise of
varied experience made it unnecessary to decide on a
particular specialty until I had more opportunity to look
the field over."
3. GENERAL ELECTRIC'S REPUTATION

"G.E.'s prestige and reputation appealed to me."
"G.E. was more favorably disposed to the coming war
effort and was doing work directly contributory." "High
caliber persons with whom to work." "Reputation for
technical excellence." "G.E.'s reputation as a good employer." "Because with the name of G.E. went a sense
of security." "I felt that G.E. was the leader in the
electrical field and I wanted to take pan."

Engaged • Voncille 1,eonard to Ken
Ste. Marie; Edith Mueller, Clifton.
N. J., to Bill Heyne.

Former U0fM Head
Receives Fellowship
Dr. Clarence Cook Little, former
president of the University of Maine,
has been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for his cancer and behavior
studies with mice.
Dr. Little was among the 191 scholars and artists from the United States,
Canada, and the British West Indies,
who received grants totaling $860,000.
Introductory Treatment
For a Limited Time $1.00

(love You Seen Your Hair
Lately

4. CONSIDERATE TREATMENT

"The only offer I received was from General Electric
other companies interviewed would not consider me
because of my reserve officer status." "Among the companies offering jobs to college graduates in 1941, G.E.
seemed to take more of a personal interest in its new
men." "The G-E representatives made me feel they
were interested in me."

-

For a fret booklet, "Planning Your Career," a description of such G-E training programs as the Test Engineering
Program, Business Training Course, Manufacturing Training Program, Chemical and Metallurgical Program, the
Physics Program and Sales Training programs, write to General Electric Co., Dept. 221B-6, Schenectady, N. Y.
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If you consider your hair an
asset, it certainly is worth saving. We offer you a scientific
method of scalp control and
guarantee improvement.
Free Consultation &
Examination
The Vitalones
Hair & Scalp Specialists
Bangor, Me.
4 Broad St.
Suite 2-A
Tel. 5191
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.8:30 p.m. Sat., 11 a.m.4p.m.

Fordham Universit)
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
CO EDUCATIONAL
Member Asan. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College rradusift and present fall transcript of
College record.

Classes Begin Sept. 29, 1952

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

For further information address

Registrar Fordham University
School of Law
302 Broadway, New Tort 7, N. Y.
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Bea4 qacis Varsity Squads Open YC Schedules Away
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Pale Blue Nine
Faces YC Foes
On Week End

Cindermen Seek
Third Straight
Over Wildcats

Carleton MacLean and Malcolm Osborn set a rapid pace in last Saturday's
annual Portland Boys' Club road race
to capture first and second places respectively. MacLean won the 5-mile
eventin 26.40 finishing 24 seconds ahead
of his Pale Blue teammate Osborn.
BY TONY SHANNON
BY KEITH RUFF
Maybe the unique plaid drawers worn
by MacLean frightened away the opThe University of Maine varBreaking into the win column
position. At any rate the rest of the
sity track team will be at Durham,
again with an 8-5, 14-inning trifield lost sight of them during the last
New Hampshire, Saturday for
umph over Northeastern last Sathalf mile.
their first outdoor meet of the
urday, the Maine Varsity baseball
On the intramural scene, the team will travel south again
season. The Wildcats are exthis
volleyball season has progressed week end for tilts
pected to furnish tough opposition
with Rhode
well along its schedule and the Island and Connecticut
for the Maine men.
.
league playoffs are supposed to
A year ago, Maine's Black Bear
Fresh from yesterday's battle with
take place this week.
tracksters edged the Wildcats 70% to
Colby, the Raymondmen departed the
According to word from the Maine campus at noon today and
64/
2 in a thrilling clash here at Orono.
Intramural Athletic Association will spend the night in Boston's KenOn the field house cinders this past
and the Office of Physical Educa- more Hotel. Tomorrow morning they
winter, Maine eked out a slim 35 of a
tion, the cooperation and interest will motor over to Kingston where
point win over the boys from Durham.
by the participating teams this they will play -a single game with the
38 On Squad
year has been very good. How- Rams of Rhode Island. On Saturday
Coach Chester Jenkins has had a
High Hurdlers Art Withington and Ed Touchette get in
ever, a sour note enters the pic- it will be across to Storrs for a
squad of 38 varsity performers workshape for the varsity outdoor track team's opener against the
ture here. One organization has double bill with the UConns. rounding
ing out in the field house for the past
University of New Hampshire.
Photo by Crosby two weeks. Cold
forfeited several contests by en- off the week end schedule.
weather has hamtering the competition and then Rhody And L-Conns Both Strong
pered the Pale Blue cindermen in their
not showing up when it was
outdoor workouts.
According to Coach Harold "Tubscheduled to
This type of by" Raymond, both
Coach Jenkins says his boys have
Rhode Island and
action is poor sportsmanship and
been slow getting started but are beConnecticut will have almost the same
an insult to those who prepare
ginning to show improvement. Since
starting lineups that took the diamond
the schedules as well as to the at
the majority of the men are hold-overs
the start of the '51 season. He said
team they are supposed to com- that
from the indoor track season, the coach
thus far this year both squads
Charlie Emery's varsity golfers go
Regular season play for the varsity
pete against. Win, lose, or draw. have looked
expects them to be in pretty good
good in the field and at bat back into links action against Colby
tennis team opens today at Storrs, shape.
intramural sports can be enjoyed and made
Weight men and javelin throwspecial mention of the Rhode April 30 at the Waterville Country
by all and any team who can not Islanders'
Connecticut, where Coach Garland B. ers especially, says Jenkins, can
speed.
use a
Club.
manage to be there when schedRussell's netmen meet the University lot more practice out-of-doors. The
When queried as to how he thought
The Black Bears broke even on their
uled to compete should not be
his charges would fare this week end, southern New England trip against of Connecticut in a Yankee Conference coach's worries over the lack of javeallowed to enter.
Coach Raymond said: "Prognostica- some first-rate competition. The Pale match. Today's contest is the first of lin men were eased with the appeara three-match road trip which will ance of footballer Joe Alex, husky letThe varsity baseball team will be tion in college baseball is
almost im- Blue varsity played steady golf against
find Maine playing Rhode Island to- terman Norm Moulton and big Glen
running full tilt into their YC oppo- possible. However, we'll
be shooting Rhode Island Monday but had no easy
morrow and New Hampshire on Sat- Folsom.
nents when they meet Rhode Island the works in both these games
and time of it. Maine won 6-4. Walt
urday.
tomorrow at Kingston and defending any other games we play this year.
MacLean Wins Marathon
Hev.ins was low man with 78. Connie
YC champs Connecticut on Saturday. There'll be no holdbacks."
Distance runners Carlton MacLean
On the trip Coach Russell took a
Bosworth had 81. John Gowen and
The Rhode Island team this season is
and
squad
Mac Osborn sharpened up for innine
of
including
men
Capt.
Christie Hot For Eight Innings
Capt. George Shute had 86 and 87.
counting heavily on freshmen and is
Bill Bird, Gordon Johnston, Dana tercollegiate competition this spring
In last Saturday's fracas with
The next day Maine ran into a
not overly strong in the pitching deNortheastern, diminutive Jack Christie powerhouse at the University of Con- Warren, Ernie Sutton, Skip Hall, with fast one-two finishes in the Portpartment. Instead of taking a south- pitched
Gene Drolet, Ken Barnard, Dunc land Boys' Club Patriot's Day maraeight stunning innings of no- necticut. Maine's individual scores
ern trip this year as many of the YC hit,
no-run ball before he began to were better than against Rhode Island, Pearson, and Irving Pendleton. The thon. MacLean outdistanced the field
group left the University early to grab first place with teammate Osteams did, R. I. has introduced a me- tire. With
Maine leading 5-0 going but Connecticut won 7% to 2 2.
Wednesday morning and will return born coming from behind to take
chanical pitching device to get the into the ninth
frame, two walks and a Maine's top four golfers lost their
campus on Saturday following the runner-up honors in the 5-mile grind.
to
batters in shape.
pair of hits produced two Northeastern matches. Capt. George Shute, John
New Hampshire match.
Both men are standouts on the Maine
Connecticut, which returned from its tallies. Chuck Simmons replaced Gowen, and Connie Bosworth
shot in
Good weather permitted daily out- track team.
southern trip with a very good record. Christie on the hill and allowed two the middle seventies
but lost. Gowen
Among the seasoned performers cardoor practices, with the streAs on
again looms as one of the top teams in more runs to cross the plate before had a very respectable round
of 76
doubles match play, in preparation for ried over from the indoor track season
YC competition. The UConns have the first Huskie was retired. Then only to lose 6-5 to Ed Zemanovich
who
the trip which is the second of the are weight men Pres Johnson, Ed Bogmost of their strength on the mound. with one down, the tying run on third had a 70.
danovich and Brad Maxwell: pole
A nine man varsity tennis squad and the winning marker resting on
George McKenny and Don Mayor still young season for the netmen.
left here Wednesday to play the first second, Jack Butterfield marched in were Maine's only point winners During the spring recess the squad vaulters George Weatherbee and Ken
got its first taste of play on the out- Lincoln: and runners John Bowler.
t'iree teams on this year's YC schedule. from the bullpen. The first NU batter against Connecticut.
courts against four southern col- Carlton MacLean, Mac Osborn, Jack
door
The Pale Blue netmen are defending to face the wiry lefty bunted in the
Three days before Connie Bosworth
leges.
Wathen and Cliff Nielson.
champions and have been working hard tying run and the inning ended with was low Maine man in the Patriot's
since their return from the southern the score knotted 5-5.
three
The
Yankee
Conference teams
Day Open at Brunswick.
trip to get in shape for the season's Butterfield and Northeastern's Eason
The varsity golfers have just two are not ranked as high in strength as
opener.
matched pitches for the next five more matches, Colby and Bates, be- were Maine's southern opponents and
Plans are still in the making rounds until a flurry of Maine safeties fore they travel to Oakley, Mass., on unless they field unusually strong
for a big athletic day here on in the 14th pushed three runs across May 9 to compete in three days of teams, Russell said, Maine should
BY LORRIE SKOLFIELD
May 10 when the University is and put the game on ice.
competition. The Yankee Conference make a creditable showing.
April 26 is the deadline for the badhost to the 53rd annual Maine
Carl Wight and Gene Sturgeon had and New England play-offs will be
The matches will also be the seaminton ladder tournament. A singles
Intercollegiate Track and Field four hits apiece. Merrill "Red" Wil- held at the same time. Last year son's openers for the YC squads.
elimination tournament will be set up
meet. Faculty Manager of Ath- son, Dave Bates, and Sturgeon came Maine was Yankee Conference and
Connecticut and New Hampshire with the first two girls
on each ladder
kik', Ted Curtis has contacted up with many fine plays in the field. State Series Champs.
will journey to Maine in May to play participating.
The
finals
in this tourseveral former Maine trackmen
return matches.
nament will be played off at the High
who later went on to the OlymSchool Play Day May 10.
pic Games. It is hoped that a
The Bates Playday will take place
number of these men will he able
at Bates on May 3 with representato he here May 10.
tives from Maine, Bates, and Colby
Action on the intramural volleyball no losses and Beta won in its league
Bowdoill will he defending
participating in cricket, softball, and
courts
this week was confined to with four wins and no losses.
charm • . Maine and Bowd •
.Approximately 40 candidates have archery. Sign-up sheets will be placed
championship
playoffs
on
Tuesday
Corbett
3 with four wins and no deare expected to he the teams who
reported to Coach Bob Ill!way for in the dorms, and fifteen delegates
will fight it out for first place night. The matches, the results of feats became dormitory champion and
freshman
baseball practice.
will be sent from here. Isadore
positions. Since the beginning which were unavailable at press time, earned the privilege of playing against
Stearns
and Ruth Johnson are coThe
squad
been
has
decided
championship
working
the
in the fra- the frat champ for the campus title.
outof the annual affair in 1895,
chairmen from Maine.
doors
in
preparation
ternity
campus
division
chamthe
its
and
for
first
conIn other intramural sports, faculty
Bates has won only once, while
Modern Dance Club is one of five
pionship.
director Sam Sezak has announced test against MCI on May 5. Coach
Colby has yet to win the honor.
groups participating in the Eastdance
Hollway
has had the entire squad
Teams which competed for the fra- that all 17 fraternities have indicated
A few ambitious !across players
ern District Convention of the Ameripractising
in
both
the
hitting
and
fieldhave organized an informal lacross ternity division lid were Southern that they will enter the softball and
can Association of Health, Physical
team on campus. About 15 men have League champ Phi Kappa Sigma, tennis competition. In addition to the ing departments but has not selected a Education, and Recreation in Portland
been working out four days a week in Northern League titlist Beta Theta fraternities, Sezak said that 11 dormi- starting lineup as yet.
this week.
The freshman schedule:
preparation for two scheduled games Pi, and the winner of a playoff match tory teams plan to enter the softball
Fencing will begin May 5. and last
against New Hampshire and Worcec- between Central League teams Sigma race and three dorms will be repre- May 5 Maine Classical Institute
until the softball season begins.
May 9 Coburn Classical Institute
ter Polytech next month. The group Chi and Phi Eta Kappa. Sigma Chi sented in tennis.
Co-recreation will be held on Friday,
Sczak also said that the intramural May 17 Ricker College
is headed by Charlie Hussey, Frank and Phi Eta had identical records of
April 25 in the women's gym from 8
Beekman, John Aide, and Don Con- four wins and one loss. Phi Kap softball and tennis schedules would be May 21 Higgins Classical Institute
to 10 p.m. Please wear sneaker;
topped its league with five wins against released sometime this week.
May 29 Maine Maritime Academy
nor.
rverynne ie welcome.
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Miss Addie Weed,Recorder,
To Retire After 44 Years
BY HELEN JOHNSON
A friend of hundreds of U. of M.
students, faculty, and alumni, Miss
Addie M. Weed will retire at the end
of the semester. A familiar face to
Maine students for forty-four years,
Miss Weed's retirement from her position as Recorder is effective July 1.
When she came to the University in
1908, Miss Weed recalled this week,
there were only 800 students. It certainly has grown. "There have been
so many changes, especially in salaries," she chuckled.
"I don't find the students in general
too different from what they were in
1908, that is in courtesy," she said.
"They do seem more self-reliant
though," she added.
"Of course the campus itself is
greatly changed, too," Miss Weed continued. "There are so many new buildings and some of the old ones are
gone.
Miss Weed, who has been with the
registrar's office for forty-three years.
started her University service as secretary to the Biology and Military
departments. Last year she was presented the General Alumni Association's Black Bear Award for her
service to the University.
When asked about her plans for the
future, Miss Weed said she planned
to spend some time raising gladiolas
at her home in Veazie. "I'm a real
'glad' fan," she said. Recently feted
at a party in the President's Room,
North Estabrooke, she expressed
pleasure that among the gifts she received was a present of many different
types of gladiola bulbs.
"I will miss the students though,"
she said. Asked if she wouldn't like
to see some of them next year she
exclaimed, "Why, if that isn't just
what I'd like."

Popular for 13
Campus Wear

CHINO

Vets Must Order
Caps And Gowns
Through VA Office

Orono, Maine, April 24, 1952

Advanced ROTC Applications Due

Lt. Col. William M. Summers, train college students as junior officers
P.M.S. and T., announced last week for the army and its reserve compothat applications for enrollment in the nents. Infantry, Artillery, and Signal
Advanced ROTC Course are now be- Corps courses are open.
Veterans who expect to graduate in
ing accepted.
Interested students should contact
June were urged this week by Miss
The advanced course is designed to the Military Department.
Betty Reid, veterans' representative,
to fill out order forms for their caps
and gowns in 109 East Annex. Veterans are not required to pay the rental
.-harge.
GI graduates who plan to enter
For the week of April 21, 1952
summer school or graduate school
To
were reminded by Miss Reid that VA
regulations require them to secure a
supplementary certificate of eligibility
before graduation. Underclass veterFor his exceptional work as Editor of
ans planning to transfer to another
The Maine Campus
school must obtain the supplementary
certificate before graduation.
The recipient of this award is entitled to

NISH ACHIEVEMENT AND
Ualt Schuman

MISS ADDIE M. WEED

•
Peafale Salt.—
"1/044 CC.01 slind 41 al

PARK'S

ARE
PARK'S HaACAETY
Orono,'Maine
Mifl Street

$2.00 PERSON.4L CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
TYPEWRITERS REPAIRED
RIBBONS
George L. Hashey
16 Middle St.
Orono, Me.
Tel. 345

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono (. 17
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In a cigarette, taste

makes the difference-.
and Luckies taste better!
The difference between "just smoking" and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S. M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better ... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!
Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!
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PRODUCT OF
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES
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